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CLASS – IX MATHEMATICS
1.

Solve each of the following question using appropriate Euclid’s axiom:
(a) Two salesmen make equal sales during the month of August. In September, each
salesman doubles his sale of the month of August. Compare their sales in
September.
(b) In the figure, we have X and Y are the mid-points of AC and BC and AX = CY. Show
that AC = BC.

2.

In figure, AB, CD and EF are three lines concurrent at O. Find the value of y.

3.

Two lines are respectively perpendicular to two parallel lines. Show that they are parallel
to each other.

4.

5.

In figure, ∠ ܳ > ∠ ܴ, PA is the bisector of ∠ ܴܳܲ and ܴܲܳ ⊥ ܯ. Prove that∠ = ܯܲܣ
ሺ∠ ܳ − ∠ ܴ ሻ.
ଶ
ଵ

In figure, m and n are two plane mirrors perpendicular to each other. Show that incident
ray CA is parallel to reflected ray BD.

6.
7.
8.
9.

A triangle ABC is right angled at A. L is a point on BC such that ܥܤ ⊥ ܮܣ. Prove that
∠ܤܥܣ∠ = ܮܣܤ.
In triangles ABC and PQR, ∠ ܳ∠ = ܣand ∠ܴ∠ = ܤ. Which side of ∆ܴܲܳ should be equal to
side AB of ∆  ܥܤܣso that the two triangles are congruent? Give reason for your answer.
In ∆ ܴܲܳ, ∠ ܲ = 70° and ∠ ܴ = 30°. Which side of this triangle is the longest? Give reason
for your answer.
In figure, PQ = PR and ∠ ܳ = ∠ ܴ. Prove that∆ ܲܳܵ ≅ ∆ ܴܲܶ.

10.

In figure, D and E are points on side BC of a D ABC such that BD = CE and AD = AE. Show
that∆ ܧܥܣ ∆ ≅ ܦܤܣ.

11.

S is any point in the interior of ∆ ܴܲܳ. Show that ܵܳ + ܴܵ < ܲܳ + ܴܲ.

12.

ABCD is a quadrilateral in which AB = BC and AD = CD. Show that BD bisects both the
angles ABC and ADC.

13.

Three angles of a quadrilateral ABCD are equal. Is it a parallelogram? Why or why not?

14.

ABCD is a rhombus in which altitude from D to side AB bisects AB. Find the angles of the
rhombus.

15.

Show that the quadrilateral formed by joining the mid-points of the consecutive sides of a
square is also a square.

16.

If the mid-points of the sides of a quadrilateral are joined in order, prove that the area of
the parallelogram so formed will be half of the area of the given quadrilateral.

17.

In figure, ABCD is a parallelogram. Points P and Q on BC trisects BC in three equal parts. Prove that
ܽ ݎሺܳܲܣሻ = ܽ ݎሺܳܲܦሻ =

1
ܽݎሺܦܥܤܣሻ
6

18.

19.
20.

In figure,  ܧܣ || ܦܥand ܣܤ || ܻܥ. Prove that ܽ ݎሺܺܤܥሻ = ܽ ݎሺܻܺܣሻ.

ABCD is a trapezium in which AB || DC, DC = 30 cm and AB = 50 cm. If X and Y are,

respectively the mid-points of AD and BC, prove that ܽ ݎሺܻܺܥܦሻ = ଽ ܽ ݎሺܻܺܣܤሻ.
In figure, AOC is a diameter of the circle and ܽ= ܤܺܣ ܿݎ

ଵ
ଶ

ܽܥܻܤ ܿݎ. Find ∠ ܥܱܤ.

21.

Two circles of radii 10 cm and 17 cm intersect at two points and the distance between their
centres is 21 cm. Find the length of the common chord.

22.

If ABCD is a cyclic quadrilateral, AB is a diameter of the circle and ∠  = ܥܦܣ140°, then find
∠ ܥܣܤ.

23.

If two non-parallel sides of a cyclic quadrilateral are equal, prove that it is cyclic.

24.

Construct an equilateral triangle whose altitude is 4.8 cm.

25.

Construct a right triangle, with base 4 cm and the sum of the other side and hypotenuse is
9.4 cm.

CLASS XI (Physics)
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.

14.

Show that in an elastic one dimensional collision the velocity of approach
before collision is equal to velocity of separation after collision?
A spring is stretched by distance x by applying a force F. What will be the
new force required to stretch the spring by 3x? Calculate the work done in
increasing the extension?
Write the characteristics of the force during the elongation of a spring.
Derive the relation for the P.E. stored when it is elongated by length. Draw
the graphs to show the variation of potential energy and force with
elongation?
How does a perfectly inelastic collision differ from perfectly elastic
collision? Two particles of mass m1 and m2 having velocities u1 and u2
respectively make a head on collision. Derive the relation for their final
velocities?
Find % change in K.E of body when its momentum is increased by 50%.
Prove that in case of oblique elastic collision of a moving body with a
similar body at rest, the two bodies move off perpendicularly after
collision?
Obtain expression for K.E. of rolling motion.
Define centre of mass. Obtain an expression for position vector of centre
of mass of two particle system and generalise it for particle system.
Find expression for linear acceleration of a cylinder rolling down on a
inclined plane. A ring, a disc and a sphere all of them have same radius
and same mass roll down on inclined plane from the same heights. Which
of these reaches the bottom (i) earliest (ii) latest ?
Explain the variation of acceleration due to gravity with (I)altitude (ii)depth
Define gravitational potential energy. Derive the expression for
gravitational potential energy. What is the maximum value of gravitational
potential energy?
What is escape speed? Derive the expressions for it. Calculate escape
speed for the Earth.
Calculate the energy spent in spraying a drop of mercury of 1 cm radius
into 106 droplets all of same size. Surface tension of mercury is 35 x 10-3
Nm-1.
Define capillarity and angle of contact. Derive an expression for the ascent
of liquid inside a capillary tube where it is dipped in a liquid.

15.

16.
17.
18.

19.
20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.
27.

Show that there is always excess of pressure on the concave side of the
meniscus of a liquid. Obtain the expression for the excess of pressure
inside (i) a liquid drop (ii) liquid bubble.
State and prove the Bernoulli’s principle. Give two practical application of
it.
Define terminal velocity. Find an expression for it.
Spring of a weighing machine is compressed by 1cm when a sand bag of
mass 0.1 kg is dropped on it from a height 0.25m. From what height
should the sand bag be dropped to cause a compression of 4 cm?
In lifting a 10 kg weight to a height of 2m, 250 Joule of energy is spent.
Calculate the acceleration with which it was raised?
An electrical water pump of 80% efficiency is used to lift water up to a
height of 10m.Find mass of water which it could lift in 1hrour if the
marked power was 500 watt?
Find the elevation of the outer tracks with respect to inner. So that the
train could safely pass through the turn of radius 1km with a speed of
36km/hr. Separation between the tracks is 1.5m?
Calculate the percentage increase in the length of a wire of diameter 2mm
stretched by a force of 1kg F. Young’s modulus of the material of wire is
15 X 1010Nm-2.
27 identical drops of water are falling down vertically in air each with a
terminal velocity of 0.15m/s. If they combine to form a single bigger drop,
what will be its terminal velocity?
Water flows through a horizontal pipe line of varying cross section at the
rate of 0.2m3s-1. Calculate the velocity of water at a point where the area
of cross section of the pipe is 0.02m2.
Water at a pressure of 4 X 104 Nm-2 flows at 2ms-1 through a pipe of 0.02
m2 cross sectional area which reduces to 0.01 m2. What is the pressure in
the smaller cross section of the pipe?
What is Stoke’s law? Derive the relation by the method of dimension.
Piece of iron of mass 0.1 kg is kept inside a furnace, till it attains the
temperature of the furnace. The hot piece of iron is dropped into a
calorimeter containing 0.24 Kg of water at 20. The mixture attains an
equilibrium temperature of 60. Find the temperature of the furnace.
Given water equivalent of calorimeter = 0.01 kg and specific heat of iron =
470 J Kg-1 K-1.

28.

29.

30.
31.
32.

A slab of stone of area 0.36m2 and thickness of 0.1m is exposed to the
lower surface of steam at 100. A block of ice at 00C rest on the upper
surface of the slab. In one hour 4.8 Kg of ice is melted. Calculate the
thermal conductivity of stone.
Derive equation of continuity for steady and irrotational flow of a
perfectly mobile and incompressible fluid. What conclusion is drawn from
it?
What is surface tension and surface energy? Derive the relation between
surface tension and surface energy.
Find an expression for elastic potential energy.
Find a relation between the coefficients of linear, surface and volume
expansion.
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Vacation Assignment, 2018-19
Class- IX
History & D.P.
Q.1.

Define- Executive, State and Reservations.

Q.2

Difference between Political Executive and Permanent Executive.

Q.3.

Why does Political Executive have more power their Permanent Executive?

Q.4.

Write short note on the Blandongdiegsten system.

Q.5.

Why did the people of Bastar revolt?

Q.6.

Write a short note on Surantiko Samin.

Q.7.

Explain why the Dutch adopted the ‘Scorched Earth Policy ‘during the war.

Q.8.

How did war lead to further deforestation of forests?

Q.9.

Describe the role of the Philosophers like John Locke, Rousseau and Montesquieu in the
French the Revolution.

Q.10.

Who was Napoleon Bonaparte? What reform did he introduce in France?

Q.11.

What is the impact of ‘Great Economic Depression’ in the economy of Germany?

Q.12.

How does the democracy ‘enhance the dignity’ of the citizen?

Q.13.

Election commission of India is very powerful. Comment.

Q.14.

Discuss the challenges to Free and Fare elections in India.

Q.15.

How does democracy improve the quality of decision-making?

Geography
Q.1.

Describe the river systems of the Northern Plains giving their main features.

Q.2

Differentiate between
(i) East flowing & West flowing rivers
(ii) Himalayan & Peninsular rivers

Q.3

Short notes on:(i) Three longitudinal divisions of Himalayas
(ii) The Central Highlands
(iii) The island groups of India
(iv) The Indian desert

Q.4.

Chapter-4: Climate – All the exercise questions and answers.

Economics
Q.1.
Q.2

State the importance of growing more than one crop on a piece of land?
How has been environment adversely affected by Modern Scientific methods?

Q.3.

How is investment in human capital similar to investment in physical capital? Explain it.

Q.4.

Q.6.

“Increase in unemployment is an indicator of a depressed economy”. Do you agree with this
statement? Support your answer by giving arguments.
State the various poverty alleviation programmes introduced by the government to remove
poverty.
What is poverty line? How is it estimated in India?

Q.7.

Public Distribution system has faced severe criticism. Explain.

Q.8.

Who are ‘food insecure’ in India? What is their social composition?

Q.5.

*************

CLASS XI - BUSINESS STUDIES
Q.1. Shailja joined her father’s business. She received a monthly salary. Her elder brother is an
established lawyer and helps his father whenever needed. Their mother is a house wife and supervises
house work. she gets pocket money from her husband. Name the economic activities in which Shailja,
her father, her mother and her brother are engaged and distinguish them on the basis of (i)
Reward/return. (ii) Capital invested. (iii) Risk.
Q.2. A house wife exchanges old clothes for utensils on regular basis. Is it a business activity? Give
reasons to support your answer.
Q.3.

Explain the concept of business risk and its causes.

Q.4. The business assets of an organization amount to Rs. 50,000 but the debts that remain are Rs.
80,000. What course of action can the creditors take if.
(a) The organization is a sole proprietorship firm?
(b) The organization is a partnership firm with Jeorge and Nazim as partners? Which of the two
partners can the creditors approach for repayment of debts? Explain giving reasons.
Q5.

What is meant by the term promotion? Discuss the legal position of promoters with
respect to a company promoted by them.

Q.6. If registration is optional, why do partnership firms willingly go through this legal formality and
get themselves registered? Explain.
Q.7.

Write short notes on:
(a) Minimum subscription. (b) M.O.A. (c) Partner by Estoppel. (d) Return of allotment.

Q.8.

At which stage in the formation of a company does it interact with SEBI?

Q.9. It is a public enterprise established under Indian companies Act and conducts business in
competition with companies in the private sector.
(a) Identify the type of public enterprise.
(b) What is the minimum investment required to be made in such companies and who
the shareholder in the company?

are

(c) Discuss any 3 advantages and limitations of such companies.
Q.10 List the names of some enterprises under the public sector and classify them.
Q.11 Disinvestment brought in many international brands in the Indian market. As a result
consumers enjoyed the variety but local producers faced tough competition. Discuss the role of
MNC’s with reference to Indian market.
Q.12. A factory owner insures his stock of goods. He fails to make necessary safety
arrangement to protect the factory from fire. Later, factory catches fire and could not
be
controlled because there were no fire extinguishers in the factory. Will the factory owner
receive
insurance claim. Give reasons and name the principle involved in the above case.
Q.13. ’Indian postal department is no more a department related to sending letters only through
post’ comment.

Q.14. Discuss the different types of life insurance policies.
Q.15. ‘E-banking has transformed the world of banking’ comment.
Q16. What is business finance? Why do business firms need funds?
Q17. Reshma is the owner of Fabmart ltd. She has the objective to increase the market share and
to place her business at a stronger footing. She usually supplies goods to her regular suppliers on a
short term credit policy and does not demand any security in return.
a) Identify the source of finance extended by Fabmart Ltd.
b) State two merits and one demerit of the source identified above.
Q18. What advantage does the issue of Debenture provide over issue of equity shares?
Q19. What factors determine the working capital and fixed capital requirements of a business.
Q20. Rita and Sunita are friends working in a multinational company. They are earning a
handsome salary, hence are contemplating to invest their savings in securities wherein they
will earn a good return. Rita was of the view that she would like to invest in those securities
which
will provide higher returns but Sunita wants to invest in securities with low risk and fixed returns
a) Identify the securities which Rita and sunita want to invest in.
b) State the features of the above securities not mentioned in the above case.
c) Differentiate between the two on any five basis.
Q21. This the cheapest source of internal financing. Usually the companies use this source of
finance as they feel that investment projects can be undertaken without involving either the
shareholders or any outsiders. Moreover it also does not involve any explicit cost and also avoids the
possibility of a change in control.
a) Identify the source of finance highlighted in the above case.
b) Explain the various merits and demerits of this source of finance.
Q22. Write a short note on the various International Sources of Finance.
Q23. Sanjeev and Rajeev are friends. They are arguing on the role performed by various Channel of
distribution. Sanjeev claims that wholesalers are of no use and must be eliminated from the chain of
distribution. But Rajeev is of the opinion that Wholesaler
plays a significant role in distribution.
He claims that the wholesaler provides many facilities to the Manufacturers and the Retailers. Rajeev
is not convinced. He feels that middlemen only add to the cost and hence the goods should reach
from the manufacturer to the consumers directly.
a) Who of the two is right in your opinion? Justify your opinion with relevant reasons.
Q24. The retail sector of the Indian Economy is categorized into two segments such as organized
Retail sector and unorganized Retail sector. The latter holds a larger share of the Retail market. Explain
the Unorganized sector of the Indian Economy.
Q25. Small businesses play an important role in promoting economic growth and solving socio economic problems. It is a blessing to a country like India having a huge population by harnessing
dormant and previously overlooked talent. It also ensures equitable distribution of wealth and income
and prevents massive concentration of industries in large cities. Apart from all these it provides a
variety of products needs low capital investment and promotes exports. Although it plays such an

important role yet it has not been able to progress satisfactorily due to various problems like
inefficient manpower, lack of capital, lack of modern techniques, troubles of marketing.
a) Explain the role played by the small scale industries by quoting and explaining the lines from
the above case.
b) Also explain the limitations highlighted above.
Q26. What are Start up schemes? What is the objective behind this schemes? What are the
various funding available for Startups?
Q27. Explain the following terms related to internal trade: FOB, CIF, E and OE.
Q28. It is a modern concept of shopping which provides multiple facilities at one place. It not only
caters to various consumer needs but also provides other facilities like restaurants, saloons, restrooms
etc. It is economical also has the consumer does not have to move from one shop to another but
usually it caters to higher income groups.
a) Identify the concept highlighted above.
b) What is the main principle guiding this concept?
c) Explain the various advantages of the concept identified.
Q29. Financial institutions are set up with the objective of providing finance to the industries. Explain
the role of financial institutions as a source of finance to business firms.
Q30. Differentiate between the following:
a) Fixed capital and Working capital
b) Owner’s funds and borrowed funds
c) Internal sources and External sources
***

CLASS – XI (ECONOMICS)
1.Prepare a frequency series of 25 students of class-XI in your school.
15,16,16,17,18,18,17,15,15,16,16,17,15,16,16,15,16,16,15,17,17,17,18,19,16,15.
2.In a sample study about the coffee habits in two towns, following data were observed:
Town X:

52%persons were males
25% were coffee drinkers, and
16%were male coffee drinkers.

Town Y:

55% persons were males
28% were coffee drinkers, and
18% were male coffee drinkers.

Represent the above data in a tabular form.
3.Represent the following data by a percentage bar diagram:
subjects

No of students
2010-11

Statistics
Economics
History

2011-12

25
40
35

30
42
28

100

100

4.In 2011-12, Net Domestic Product by Industry of origin(at 2004-05) is as given below. Present
This information in the form of a pie diagram.
Sector
Primary
Secondary
Transport
Finance and insurance
Community and social service

% share
16.2
25.4
27.5
18.1
12.8
100

5. Present the following data in the form of a frequency polygon.

Marks

10-20

No. of Students 10

20-30

30-40

40-50

50-60

60-70

15

20

22

15

10

6. Following data relate to the marks secured by students in their Statistics paper. Graph this data in the
form of less than Ogive and more than ogive
Marks

0-5

5-10

10-15

15-20

20-25

25-30

30-35

35-40

No. of
students

4

6

10

10

25

22

18

5

7. Wage rate of 19 workers is given below:
Wages

10

20

30

40

50

No. of Workers

4

5

3

2

5

Calculate arithmetic mean using `Step-deviation Method’.
8.Calculate the lower quartile and the upper quartile from the following data;
Wages

0-10

No. of Workers 22

10-20

20-30

30-40

40-50

38

46

35

19

9. Calculate mode of the following series:(by grouping method)
Class
Intervals

0-5

5-10

10-15

15-20

20-25

25-30

30-35

Frequency

1

2

10

4

10

9

2

10. Calculate median of the following distribution of data:
Class interval

1-10

11-20

21-30

31-40

41-50

Frequency

4

12

20

9

5

11. Calculate the mode from the following data:
Class
Interval

20-24

Frequency 3

25-29

30-34

35-39

40-44

45-49

50-54

55-59

5

10

20

12

6

3

1

12. Given the data, find out quartile deviation and the coefficient of quartile deviation.
Wages

0-5

5-10

10-15

15-20

20-25

25-30

No. of
Workers

4

6

3

8

12

7

PROJECT WORK IN ECONOMICS – CLASS XI
The project work should contain the following parts:
1.Objectives of the project.
2.Collection of data through Questionnaire.
3.Classification and Presentation of Data.
4.Analysis,Interpretation and Conclusion of Data.
TOPICS OF PROJECT WORK (prepare project on any one topic)
1. A PROJECT REPORT ON CONSUMER AWARENESS ABOUT
CONSUMER RIGHTS AMONG HOUSEHOLDS.
2. A PROJECT REPORT ON INCREASING PRICES OF CONSUMER
GOODS IN 2018.

3. A PROJECT REPORT ON CONSUMERS PREFERENCE OF NEWS
CHANNEL.
4. A PROJECT REPORT ON CONSUMERS PREFERENCE BETWEEN
TRADITIONAL FOODS AND FAST FOODS.

The project will be of 20 marks.
The date of submission of the completed project work is 5th
January 2019.
Essay type questions
1.What do you mean by mode?Discuss the methods of
calculating it.
2.Discuss the characteristics,merits and demerits.

